Acquisition of Diners Club North American Franchise – Highlights
 BMO has entered into an agreement to acquire from Citigroup, the U.S. and
Canadian Diners Club franchise, a globally recognized brand and premiere Travel
and Entertainment (T&E) card program:
X Profitable business with a long history of success in the Commercial Card sector
X Full suite of charge and credit cards targeted to the unique values and needs of corporations

(mid-market to multi-national) and affluent individuals
X Products include: Travel & Entertainment (T&E), purchasing, and Professional (consumer)

cards
X Purchase includes a North American award winning proprietary loyalty program, Club

Financial Details:

Rewards
X Sales and market growth are delivered mainly through a dedicated sales and client

relationship management team along with an outbound calling team

Net Receivables
Acquired

 Growing our Cards business is a strategic priority for BMO:
X Expected to immediately more than double BMO’s overall Corporate Card business

Impact on Tier 1

X Enhances BMO’s T&E product and allows BMO to offer its clients an award winning product

line and provides BMO with exclusive rights to issue Diners Club cards to corporate clients in
Canada and the U.S. under the MasterCard acceptance brand
X The Diners T&E offering complements BMO’s current program enabling BMO to offer clients

a superior total commercial card program
X Anticipated future growth: Increase BMO brand awareness and visibility in the U.S. market
and facilitate planned rollout of a robust global program by leveraging the well established
Diners Club brand and the MasterCard platform

Expected Closing

Approximately

US$1 billion
Approximately

10 bps
Anticipated before

March 31, 2010

• All cash transaction for cardholder receivables. Final
value to be determined on closing.

X Expand sales opportunities by leveraging Diners Club marketing and sales footprint

 An opportunity to purchase a key franchise in the Diners Club International network
at an attractive price coupled with a strong, long-term strategic fit with BMO’s
Commercial Card business
 Strategic Rationale:
X Strategic acquisition to significantly grow BMO’s Commercial Card business and market

share in both Canada and the U.S.
X Provides a competitive global, T&E card and dramatically enhances BMO’s ability to compete

in the highly attractive commercial card market -- a growing and profitable business
X Purchase creates a differentiated and robust Commercial Card program offering for North

American clients and strengthens BMO’s global reach through partnerships with other Diners
Club franchisees around the world
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Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements in this presentation are forward-looking statements under the United
States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (and are made pursuant to the ‘safe
harbor’ provisions of such Act) and applicable Canadian securities legislation. These forwardlooking statements include, but are not limited to, statements with respect to the expected
closing of the proposed acquisition of the Diners Club North American franchise, plans for the
acquired business and the financial impact of the acquisition and are typically identified by
words such as “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “intend”, “estimate”, “plan”, “will”, “should”,
“may”, “could” and other similar expressions.
By their nature, forward-looking statements require us to make various assumptions and are
subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. We caution readers of this presentation not to
place undue reliance on our forward-looking statements as the assumptions underlying such
statements may not turn out to be correct and a number of factors could cause actual future
results, conditions, actions or events to differ materially from the expectations, estimates or
intentions expressed in the forward-looking statements. Such factors include, but are not
limited to: the possibility that the proposed acquisition does not close when expected or at all
because required regulatory or other approvals and other conditions to closing are not
received or satisfied on a timely basis or at all; that the terms of the proposed acquisition may
need to be modified to satisfy such approvals or conditions; that the anticipated benefits from
the proposed acquisition are not realized in the time frame anticipated or at all as a result of
the loss of key customers, changes in general economic and market conditions, interest and
exchange rates, monetary policy, laws and regulations and their enforcement, and the degree
of competition in the geographic and business areas in which the Diners Club North American
franchise operates; judicial or regulatory proceedings; our ability to complete and integrate the
proposed acquisition; and other factors discussed on pages 30 and 31 of Bank of Montreal’s
2008 Annual Report.
Bank of Montreal does not undertake to update any forward-looking statement, whether
written or oral, that may be made, from time to time, by the organization or on its behalf,
except as required by law.

